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This paper provides a snapshot of the contemporary Indigenous Pacific science and reciprocal 
connections between voyagers and navigators across Oceania. The past cultural exchange of 
ancient wayfinding and celestial knowledge(s) from Micronesia to Polynesia serves as a 
foundational mat for which the current efforts of voyaging revitalisation are woven. 
In Micronesia, select families of palúw, or ocean navigators, were able to avoid nearly 500 
years of colonial domination and protected sacred voyaging knowledge(s). Master wayfinder, 
celestial navigator, and canoe builder Mau Piailug from the island of Satawal in present-day 
Yap, the Federated States of Micronesia, shared his family’s navigation and boatbuilding 
knowledge with the Hawaiians in the 1970s. “Papa Mau” guided the crew of Hōkūleʻa on its 
historic voyage from Hawai‘i to Tahiti using only his ancestral seafaring practices. 
 
Today, Mau’s son Antonio, is a sellap, or Master Canoe Carver, for the ‘Seafaring Traditions 
Program: Preserving, Promoting, Perpetrating’ with the Commonwealth of the Northern 
Mariana Islands Council for Arts and Culture. “Uncle Tony” continues to share his family’s 
legacy of wayfinding locally and digitally. His objective is the digital cultural preservation of 
oral histories which highlight voyaging and wayfinding knowledge(s) through new 
technologies to ensure it is accessible for future generations and is available to share with a 
global audience. This paper highlights Tony’s current efforts which are disseminated across 
new media platforms and potentially, the digital data could become an application for screen 
and tablet devices. 
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